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How To Create A Camp/Class

This document will give you directions for creating a camp/class as ADMIN

Step-by-step guide to creating a camp/class logged in as ADMIN 

Logged in on the ADMIN side of eSoft: 

Go to the Scheduling tab and select Camp/Class Manager.

Click the Category Manager button. 

Name your category & select Update. To streamline the usability for you and you customers create categories for you camps/classes to 
fall into. 

Click the Create Camp/Class button. 

NOTE
Selecting the Any Camps/Class member/package credits do NOT apply to this category only if you have our Membership 
or Package module and DO NOT what customers to be able to use their credits toward this camp/class category. 
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You must now select where you wish to create a camp (customer pays 1 price for multible days) or class (customer pays for each 

individual class)

Fill in the information. 
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(1) Select the category 
(2) Title of your camp/class
(3) Discription of the camp/class
(4) You may attach one image but it is not required
(5) Select minimun and maximum age
(6) Select minimun and maximum

Selcte the correct information. 
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(1) Set the date that registration open. (you will only see different start dates if you have price discount levels set up) 
(2) Set the date that registration ends. 
(3) Set the deadline that a customer will recieve a refund if THEY cancel. (employees can give a refund at anytime) 
(4) Set the start and end time of the camp/class. 
(5) Set the month and year that the camp/class begins.
(6) Continue to Select Dates

Select the date/dates that your camp/class will occur. 
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10.  Continue to Select Instructors. 

If you are setting up a camp the software will create one camp for the entire series of events. If you are setting up a class for 
every Wednesday it will create a different class for each date selected. 



11.  If you wish to schedule certain employee(s) to work the camp/class select the box across from there name under the date you want them 

to be scheduled and click Schedule Camp/Class. 



 

 

 

 

 

12.  You will be redirected to the camp/class manager and will be able to see the camp/class you have just created. It will also show in 
orange on your calendar. 

Related articles

How-To Sign A Client Up For A Camp/Class

Removing a Client from a Camp/Class

How To Create A Camp/Class

Can't Enroll Client in Camp/Class

I Created a Category (in Camp/Class, Package or Membership Manager) But Don't See It On The Screen.

https://ppc-com.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PHKB/pages/488079361
https://ppc-com.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PHKB/pages/59347102
https://ppc-com.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PHKB/pages/48988191
https://ppc-com.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/PHKB/pages/44433427
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